Titanium dioxide nanoparticles (TiO 2 NPs) are currently one of the most prolifically used 14 nanomaterials, resulting in an increasing likelihood of release to the environment. This is of 15 concern as the potential toxicity of TiO 2 NPs has been investigated in several recent studies. 16
In some studies (Gottschalk et al. 2009 ; Kiser et al. 2009 ), it has been demonstrated that TiO 2 51
NPs are only partly removed in WWTPs and thus a large quantity can enter the natural water 52 system. TiO 2 NPs have also been detected in freshwater in concentrations in the range of a 53 few μg/L following runoff from painted-house facades (Kaegi et al. 2008 ). The release of 54 TiO 2 NPs into the environment raises concerns about contamination, both by the 55 nanoparticles themselves and by their potential to co-transport sorbed contaminants into 56 surface and groundwaters. As river waters are an important source of drinking water and a 57 8 and hydrodynamic diameter of the different samples. Physical principles, mathematical 150 treatment, and limitations of the DLS data can be found elsewhere (Filella et al. 1997) . 151
Flow Field-Flow Fractionation 152
The FlFFF system used in this study has been described in our previous studies (Chekli et al. 153 2013; ). The theory and principles of FlFFF can be found elsewhere 154 (Giddings 2000) . 155
The operating conditions are summarised in the Supporting Information (Table S3 ). At least 156 three independent replicates were run per sample and the data were averaged. In general, 157 good agreement was observed between replicates (i.e. peak heights differed by less than 5 158 %). Samples used in FlFFF experiments were the same as for DLS experiments to ensure data 159 comparability. 160
Data analysis 161
In order to assess the independent and combined effect of both the ionic strength and initial 162 TOC concentration of the natural waters on the aggregate size and surface-adsorbed DOM; 163 single and multiple linear regression analysis were carried out. In fact, preliminary screening 164 showed that both the ionic strength and initial TOC concentration of the natural waters tested 165 were the two main variables controlling the aggregate size and surface-adsorbed DOM. 166
The statistical significance of the effect of each variables (independently and combined) on 167 each property tested was assessed by analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA, p < .05).9 2.4 Aggregate structure 169
Strength and recovery factors 170
The aggregates formed under the fast-aggregation regime were subjected to a high mixing 171 speed of 200 rpm (i.e. 315 g) for 5 minutes to induce their disaggregation. After breakage, 172 slow mixing (i.e. 40 rpm; 25 g) was reintroduced for 15 minutes to allow the aggregates to 173 regrow. The size of the aggregates was measured by drawing the sample through the optical 174 unit of the SLS detector and back into the jar using the peristaltic pump. Size measurements 175 were taken every 30 seconds for the duration of the experiment and recorded on a computer. 176
To evaluate both the strength and recoverability of the formed aggregates, the strength factor 177 (SF) and recovery factor (RF), were calculated as follows ( The hydrodynamic diameter of the TiO 2 NPs in DI water (pH 4) was measured to ensure their 222 stability before being subjected to the natural river waters. The results are presented in Table  223 3 and the supporting information ( Figure S6 and Table S2 , SI) and showed a small variation 224 in size (< 5%) over the 30-minute test period ( Figure S6 , SI). Size measurements by both on-225 line DLS and scanning electron microscope (SEM) were not in agreement with the data 226 reported by the manufacturers (Table S1 , SI). TiO 2 NPs were present in small aggregates of 227 around 250 nm in diameter rather than well-dispersed as 21-nm primary particles. This is 228 consistent with previous studies which found that TiO 2 NPs form strongly bound aggregates 229 when dispersed in aqueous solutions (Jiang et 
Table 1 250
Single and multiple linear regression analyses combined with one-way ANOVA tests were 251 then performed to investigate the independent and combined effect of IS and initial TOC 252 concentration on both the aggregate size and surface-adsorbed DOM in order to determine 253 which variables influence the most on these 2 parameters. The results are gathered in Table 2 . 254 Table  263 2). 264
The amount of DOM adsorbed on the surface of TiO 2 NPs was also found to be strongly 265 dependent (i.e. R 2 > 0.99, p < .005) to the initial TOC concentration of the river waters. The 266 combined effect of IS and initial TOC concentration was also found to significantly affect the 267 surface-adsorbed DOM (i.e. R 2 > 0.99, p < .05) although the initial TOC concentration had 268 much more influence than the IS of the solution (Table 2 , slope values: 0.01 against 21.8 for 269
IS and initial TOC concentration respectively). 270
Characterisation of aggregate structure 271

Aggregate strength and recoverability 272
The strength and recoverability of the formed aggregates were firstly assessed by using a high 273 mechanical shear force to induce their breakage followed by a 15-minute period of slow 274 stirring to let the aggregates grow again. The strength and recovery factors (SF and RF) of the 275 aggregates were then calculated based on equations 2 and 3. Results are presented in Figure 1  276 and Table 1 . Table 1 shows the amount of DOM adsorbed during the aggregation 292 process and it can be seen that this amount proportionally decreased with increasing IS. 293
Simultaneously, the increase in RF correlates well with the increase in IS and thus with the 294 decreasing amount of DOM adsorbed by the NPs during the aggregation process. These 295 results suggest that DOM may play an important role in the aggregate recoverability. 296
The SF values were also strongly correlated (linear relationship, R 2 = 0.9809) with the 297 surface-adsorbed DOM as seen in Figure 2a ; suggesting the formation of more compact 298 aggregates when increasing quantities of DOM are adsorbed during the aggregation process. 299 Similar findings were observed in a previous study where it was 300
found that the addition of humic acid (HA) induced a change in aggregate structure. 301
Figure 2 302 15
Aggregate structural analysis 303
The structure of nanoparticle aggregates can also be described by their mass FD (Weitz et al. 304 1985; Rice and Lin 1993) which can provide valuable information about the morphology of 305 the aggregates (Christian et al. 2008) . Table 1 structure. This is also in accordance with our previous study (Chekli et al. 2014) where it was 328 also found that the aggregate SF was strongly related to the aggregate FD. This correlation 329 can be explained by the disaggregation kinetic which was found to be largely dominated by Following sedimentation of the larger aggregates, the supernatant (5 mL) in each river water 339 sample was collected and analysed for particle concentration, size distribution and surface 340 charge. The results are presented in both Table 3 and Figure 3 . 341
The size analysis showed significant differences among the measurement techniques, except 342 for the lowest IS river samples (i.e. R 2.8 ). In fact, the PDI of this sample was quite low (Table  343 3); suggesting a relatively narrow monomodal particle size distribution (Basnet et al. 2013) . 344
The sizes reported by both DLS (Table 3) In the higher IS samples, the hydrodynamic diameters measured by DLS were larger than the 348 particle size measured by FlFFF and varied from about 1100 nm to 1800 nm which is in 349 accordance with previous studies reporting TiO 2 aggregates of similar size (measured by DLS) 350
